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Here we consider a variant of the Cauchy]Riemann equation, in which the
Cauchy]Riemann equation has been regularized with a nonlinear second-order
w < < 2 . xviscous term e q u u . The equation is degenerate of parabolic type whenx x x
e s 0 and has a weak solution for all time. We use an embedding process to
analyze the properties of the solution. We also show that the smallest scale of the
solution is e , the coefficient of the regularizing second-order term. We numerically
confirm the result. We show that from the sequence of regularized solutions, we
can extract a converging subsequence. A limit of the subsequence u belongs to
1w x w x.H 0, 1 = 0, T . For each fixed t, the first-order spatial derivative of u also
`w x. 0w x w x.belongs to L 0, 1 . Therefore u belongs to C 0, 1 = 0, T and, for fixed t, is
Holder continuous with exponent a , a - 1. We numerically see that the solutionÈ
has some of the features of the solution of the porous medium equation even
though the equation is complex. We also numerically see the influence of the
regularizing second-order diffusion term on the solution. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xWe study a problem which has already been looked at in 2 and we
analyze it in a different way, using an embedding process. We study the
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properties of the solution of
2­ ­ ­ ­ ­
u x , t s yi u x , t q u x , t u x , t .  .  .  . /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
­ 2
q e u x , t , 1a .  .2­ x
u x , 0 s f x , 1b .  .  .
where i2 s y1, and f is a 1-periodic function. The boundary conditions
 .are 1-periodic. Note that 1a is the Cauchy]Riemann equation regular-
ized with a nonlinear second-order viscous term. If e s 0, the problem has
w x w x  .  .been studied in 2 . In 2 , existence of a weak solution for 1a and 1b ,
e s 0 has been shown using a Galerkin approximation. It was proven there
0w x w x.that the weak solution belongs to C 0, 1 = 0, T . Here we regularize
w xthe equation studied in 2 with an extra second-order diffusive term, the
diffusion coefficient e being small, to exhibit further properties of the
 .  . w xweak limit of 1a and 1b than those in 2 . We were able to rederive all
w xthe results presented in 2 and because of the maximum norm bound for
 .the first-order spatial derivative of the solution of 1a , independent of e ,
we were able to get a few stronger results. We show that the weak limit of
 .  . 1w x w x.1a and 1b belongs to H 0, 1 = 0, T and, for each fixed t, to
1, `w x.W 0, 1 . We confirm numerically the maximum norm bound of Section
 .2, for the first-order spatial derivative of the solution of 1a . We numeri-
 .cally investigate the effect of the regularizing term on the solution of 1a
and we extract from our results some quantitative information about the
w xweak limit. As for Burgers' equation, 4, 10 , and its dispersive counterpart
w x13 , we expect the properties of the weak limit to depend on the type of
w xthe regularizing term. Also, as in 2 , we see that the nonlinear term
 < < 2 .u u transforms an ill-posed problem to a better posed one.x x x
 .In the case e s 0, the linearization of 1a around the zero solution
leads to a form of the Cauchy-Riemann equations
­ ­
¨ x , t q i ¨ x , t s 0, 2 .  .  .
­ t ­ x
 . k t ik xwhich is an ill-posed problem. Equation 2 has solutions e e which get
< <  .large as soon at t 4 1r k . Equation 1a is of mathematical interest
because it has the same feature as the equations describing the
Kelvin]Helmholtz and Rayleigh]Taylor instabilities: the linearization of
these equations about an equilibrium solution leads to ill-posed problems
but the solutions of the nonlinear problems seem to exist for all time in a
weak sense. For the Kelvin]Helmholtz and Rayleigh]Taylor instabilities,
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w x w xnumerical evidence, 1 and 14 , confirms the existence of a solution for
 .the nonlinear problems. Also equation 1a is simpler to analyze than the
equations describing the Kelvin]Helmholtz and Rayleigh]Taylor instabili-
ties and our knowledge of the behavior and characteristics of the solution
 .of 1a may help us know which feature makes the Kelvin]Helmholtz and
Rayleigh]Taylor instabilities nonlinearly well-posed and what kind of
singularities can develop if singularities form in finite time. Also this
equation is of further interest because it may present some behavior
similar to the behavior of the solution of the porous medium equation: the
nonlinear diffusive term has a diffusion coefficient that may tend to zero.
From our analytical and numerical study, we conjecture that the linear
problem studied here becomes well-posed because as for Burgers' equa-
w xtion, its dispersive counterpart, and Kuramoto]Sivashinsky equation 8 ,
the nonlinear term transfers energy from the low-order modes to high-order
ones where the energy is dissipated.
 .The paper proceeds as follows: first, we note that the solution of 1a
 .and 1b has a mean value that is a constant in time determined by the
mean value of the initial data. Therefore, without any loss of generality, we
 .  .will, from now on, assume that the solution of 1a and 1b has zero mean
value. Then, we show that u in L2 norm and all the L2 n norms of u , ux
 .  .solution of 1a and 1b , are bounded independently of e ; so the function
u satisfies a maximum norm bound independent of e . If we regularize thex
w xequation in 2 with higher-order terms or with a second-order diffusive
term and a higher-order one, we cannot obtain a weak maximum principle
and we cannot exhibit the existence of a weak limit.
 .  .In the existence and uniqueness Section, one regularizes 1a and 1b
with a fourth-order diffusive term to prove, via an iteration, short-term
 .  .existence of the solution of 1a and 1b since, the diffusion coefficient of
the nonlinear term may be larger than the diffusion coefficient of the
second-order regularizing term. The iteration considered for only short-
term existence purposes reads
2­ ­ ­ ­ ­
nq1 nq1 n nq1u x , t s yi u x , t q u x , t u x , t .  .  .  . /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
­ 2 ­ 4
nq1 nq1q e u x , t y e u x , t , 3a .  .  .02 4­ x ­ x
unq1 x , 0 s f x , 3b .  .  .
0 .  . w xwith u x, t s f x . Proceeding as in 11 , one derives bounds for the
 .  .solution 3a and 3b and its derivatives, depending on the initial condi-
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tion, the second-order and fourth-order diffusion constants e and e but0
independent of the iteration number n. Then, to show long-term existence
 .  .of a solution of 1a and 1b , one first derives estimates for the solution of
2­ ­ ­ ­ ­
u x , t s yi u x , t q u x , t u x , t .  .  .  . /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
­ 2 ­ 4
q e u x , t y e u x , t , 4a .  .  .02 4­ x ­ x
u x , 0 s f x , 4b .  .  .
and its derivatives, independent of e , the fourth-order diffusion coeffi-0
 .cient. Then, one shows long-term existence for the solution of 4a and
 .4b using the short-term existence result and a restarting process. The a
 .  .priori estimates for the solution of 4a and 4b , independent of e , the0
fourth-order diffusion coefficient, and the short-term existence result
 .  .imply long-term existence for the solution of 1a and 1b on the same
 .  .temporal interval as the solution of 4a and 4b . Finally, a restarting
 .  .process and the a priori estimates for the solution of 1a and 1b show
 .  .that the solution of 1a and 1b exists for all time. So the fourth-order
diffusive term is introduced to only circumvent some technical difficulties.
All the existence and uniqueness results could also be obtained from the
w xgeneral theorems presented in 12 instead of the approach precognized
here.
 .Since we are considering 1-periodic solutions of 1a , we investigate the
 .decay of the spectrum of the solutions of 1a . We consider four cases:
v the modulus of the first-order spatial derivative of the solution is
w xuniformly bounded from below by a constant of order 1 on 0, 1 ,
v the modulus of the first-order spatial derivative of the solution is
’ w xuniformly bounded by a constant of order e on 0, 1 ,
v the modulus of the first-order spatial derivative of the solution is
uniformly bounded from below by a constant of order 1 on a subdomain
w xof 0, 1 ,
v the modulus of the first-order spatial derivative of the solution is
’ w xuniformly bounded by a constant of order e on a subdomain of 0, 1 .
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The first case is considered here only to simplify the proofs in the third
case; it is expected that the set of smooth 1-periodic functions satisfying
condition 1 is empty.
Since for e ) 0, the solution is smooth, we can always partition the
w xinterval 0, 1 into a finite union of subintervals on which the modulus of
the first-order spatial derivative is bounded from below by a constant of
’order 1 or bounded by a constant of order e . So the smallest scale of the
solution is e .
w x 2As in 2 , we get a bound for the L norm of u , independent of e , thet
norm being with respect to both variables. The improvement of our results
w xover the results presented in 2 comes from the maximum norm bound for
u , independent of e . With our approach, we find that a weak limit for thex
 .  . 0w x w x.solution of 1a and 1b belongs to C 0, 1 = 0, T and is HolderÈ
w xcontinuous with exponent a , a - 1. In 2 , they only show the continuity
of the weak limit. We have not been able to show that the weak limit of
 .  .1a and 1b is unique. To further our study of the embedding process, we
 .  .numerically solve 1a and 1b for different values of e with a second-order
finite difference scheme in space and mid-point rule in time. We also
 .confirm the smallest scale estimates for the solution of 1a by getting
some quantitative results about the fine scale structure and the maximum
 .norm of the first-order spatial derivative of the solution of 1a . From our
numerical study, we found a very surprising phenomenon: the fine scale
structure of the solution disappears when the support of the solution is the
w xwhole interval 0, 1 . It is conjectured that when the highly oscillatory
waves coming from the left and the right interact, they cancel each other.
2. ESTIMATES FOR THE SOLUTION OF
THE EQUATION
In this Section we derive estimates for 1-periodic solution of the
equation
2­ ­ ­ ­ ­
u x , t s yi u x , t q u x , t u x , t .  .  .  . /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
­ 2
q e u x , t , 5a .  .2­ x
u x , 0 s f x . 5b .  .  .
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`  .  .We first assume the existence of a C solution u to 5a and 5b and we
derive L2 and maximum norm estimates for u and u , independent of e .x
Then we derive L2 and maximum norm estimates for higher-order deriva-
tives of u, assuming e ) 0.
LEMMA 2.1. Under the assumption that the initial condition for the system
 .  . w x5a and 5b is 1-periodic and of zero spatial a¨erage, we ha¨e on 0, T ,
5 5 5 5u ?, t F M T , f , 6a .  . .0
d
5 5u ?, t F M T , f , 6b .  .x 1  /dx
d
< < 5 5u ?, t F M T , f , f . 6c .  .` 2  /dx
5 5 2Here u denotes the L norm of u and the constant M depends only on T0
and the L2 norm of the initial condition. Similarly, the constants M and M1 2
depend on T and the L2 norm of the initial condition and its first-order
deri¨ ati¨ e.
 .Proof. Taking the scalar product of u with 5a , we are led to
d 2 2 4
45 5 < < 5 5 5 5u F 2 u , u y 2e u y 2 u . 7 .  .Lx x xdt
< . < 4Then we bound the term u, u in terms of the L norm of u . We applyx x
Cauchy-Schwartz's inequality twice to bound the scalar product in terms of
the L4 norm of u and u ,x
1 12< < 5 5u , u F uu q , .x x2 2
1 12 2
4 45 5 5 5F u u q .L Lx2 2
Since the initial condition f is of zero mean value, then the solution of$
 .  . < < < <  .5a and 5b is also of zero mean, u s 0, and u F u r 2p , k / 0, uÃ Ã Ã0 k xk k$
and u being respectively the Fourier modes of u and u . Then Cauchy-xk x
Schwartz's inequality gives us
1 14
4< < 5 5u , u F u q . . Lx x2 28p
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Then we are led to
d 2 4 2
45 5 5 5 5 5u F y u y 2e u q 1, 8 .Lx xdt
 2 .  .  .since 1r 4p - 1. Integration of 8 gives us the bound 6a .
Now we derive a L2 norm bound for u . Taking the scalar product ofx
u with the equation it satisfies, integrating by parts once the scalar prod-x
  < < 2 . .  < < 2 .uct u , u u , expanding the expression u u , using Cauchy-x x x x x x x x
 . < . <Schwartz's inequality for the scalar product u , u , 2 u , u Fx x x x x x
2 225 5 <  . . < 5 5u u q 1, and u , u u F u u , we are led tox x x x x x x x x x x
d 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5u F y u u y 2e u q 1. 9 .x x x x x xdt
 .  .  .  .  .Integration of 9 gives us 6b . We obtain 6c from 6a , 6b , and
Sobolev's inequality. The proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete.
Now we want to derive an estimate for the maximum norm of ux
without applying Sobolev's inequality. The result summarizes in the follow-
ing lemma.
w xLEMMA 2.2. On the inter¨ al 0, T , the first-order spatial deri¨ ati¨ e of u
satisfies the following bounds
n2d2n
u ?, t F t q f , 10a .  .  .x  /dx `
n2n d2t nq1u ?, t dt F t q f , 10b .  .  . .H x2 x  /dx `0n q 1 .
2d
u ?, t F t q f . 10c .  .(x ` dx `
 .  .Proof. We proceed by induction on n to derive 10a and 10b . The
5 5case n s 1 has been proven in the previous lemma because dfrdx F
< <dfrdx . For n ) 1,`
d n 22n n ny1 nq1u , u F n u y u .  .  .  . .  .x x x x2 xdt n q 1 .
2e 2ny u . 11 .  . .x xn
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 .To get 11 , we replace temporal derivatives of u by spatial ones using the
differential equation u satisfies. From Cauchy-Schwartz's inequality, wex
obtain
n nny1 ny15 5 5 5u u , u F u u u . .  .  .  . .x x x x x x x x
 .ny1 < < 2 .  .n.To bound the scalar product u u u , u , we first integratex x x x x x
 < < 2 .by parts once then expand the expression u u . We then are led tox x x
nny1 2< <u u u , u .  . . /x x x xx x
nny22< <s y n y 1 u u , u u u .  . . . /x x x x x xx
< < 2 < < 2 ny1.y n u u , u u , . /x x x x xx
ny1 nq1s y2 n y 1 u u , u u .  .  . .x x x x x x
nq1 ny1y n u u , u u .  . .x x x x x x
n n2 25 5 5 5y 3n y 1 u u y n y 1 u u . .  .  .  .x x x x x x
 . < .ny1Equation 11 is immediately deduced from the inequality u u ,x x x
2nq1 n . . < 5 . 5u u F u u . The recurrence relation gives us a bound forx x x x x x
 .  .the first term in the right-hand side of 11 . Integration of 11 and the
2  .ny1  .  .bound that the L norm of u satisfies give us 10a and 10b at thex
level n.
 . 2 nInequality 10a tells us that u belongs to L , n s 1, 2, . . . , thereforex
n  w x. `to L , n s 1, 2, . . . see 7 . Therefore, it belongs to L . So, the uniform
5 .n 51r n < <bound for the sequence u is a bound for u . Lemma 2.2 has`x x
been proved.
Now we want to derive estimates for higher-order spatial derivatives of
u. Let us define u to be the jth-order spatial derivative of u. The functionj
u satisfiesj
­ ­ ­ jq1 2< <u x , t s yi u x , t q u x , t u x , t .  .  .  . .j j 1 1jq1­ t ­ x ­ x
­ 2
q e u x , t , 12a .  .j2­ x
d j
u x , 0 s f x , 12b .  .  .j jdx
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 .  .where u x, t s u x, t is the function already estimated in Lemmas 2.11 x
and 2.2.
We summarize the estimates for the jth-order spatial derivative of u in
the following lemma
LEMMA 2.3. We know that the jth-order spatial deri¨ ati¨ e of u, u , j G 2,j
w x 2on the inter¨ al 0, T , satisfies, in L and in the maximum norms
jd 1
5 5 5 5u ?, t F K T , f , . . . , f , , 13a .  .j 0 j /edx
jq1d 1
< < 5 5u ?, t F K T , f , . . . , f , . 13b .  .`j 1 jq1 /edx
Here the constants K and K depend on T , the L2 norm of the initial0 1
condition and its deri¨ ati¨ es, and on 1re .
Proof. We treat the cases j s 2 and j s 3 first, then for j G 4, we
proceed by induction on j. To get an estimate in the case j s 2, we derive
2  .a L norm bound for u and we use equation 5a to get the bound for thet
L2 norm of u . The function u satisfies a second-order parabolic equa-x x t
tion with variable diffusion coefficient and taking the scalar product of ut
with the equation it satisfies gives us
d 2 2 25 5 < < 5 5 5 5u F 2 u , u y 2 u u y 2e u , 14a .  .t t x t x x t x tdt
1 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5F u y 2 u u y e u . 14b .t x x t x te
 .   < < 2 . .To get 14a , we integrate by parts the scalar product u , u u andt x x x t
we get:
< < 2 < < 2u , u u s y u , u u , .  . /  /t x x x t x xx t t
225 5 w xs y2 u u y u , u u . .x x t x t x x t
22 . <  . . < 5 5The last inequality needed to obtain 14a is u , u u F u u .x t x x t x x t
 .  .We obtain 14b from 14a and Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality. Gronwall-
2  .Bellman's inequality gives us a bound for the L norm of u . From 5a , wet
2 2 < < .  .know that e q 2 u u q u u s u q iu . Therefore, if we provex x x x x x t x
2 25 < < .  . 5 5 5that e q 2 u u q u u G e u , we immediately have a boundx x x x x x x x
for the L2 norm of u since bounds for the L2 norm of u and u arex x x t
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already known. We have
222 2 2 22< < 5 5 5 5 5 5e q 2 u u q u u G e u q u u u q 2e u u . . .x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
15 .
2 22 2< . . < 5 5 < . < < . <because u u , u F u u and u u , u u Fx x x x x x x x x x x x x x
2 25 5  .  .u u u . From 15 , 5a , and the L norm bounds for u and u , wex x x x x t
 .deduce 13a in the case j s 2. Note that the estimate depends explicitly
on 1re .
To estimate u , we first estimate the L2 norm of u , we get a boundx x x x t
for the maximum norm of u , then we use the equation u satisfies,x x x
proceeding along the line of the case j s 2. The second-order mixed
derivative of u satisfies a second-order parabolic equation with variable
diffusion coefficient and we are led to
d 25 5 < < 5 5 5 5 < <u F 2 u , u q 12 u u u u . `x t x t x x t x x x t x x x tdt
5 5 2 5 5 2y 2 u u y 2e u , 16a .x x x t x x t
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F C u y u u y e u . 16b .x t x x x t x x t
 .   < < 2 . .To get 16a , we first integrate by parts the scalar product u , u ux t x x x x t
 < < 2 .and we obtain, after expanding u ux x x t
< < 2 < < 2u , u u s y u , u u , .  . /  /x t x x x x t x xx x t x t
25 5s y 2 u u y 2 u , u u u .x x x t x x t x x x x t
y2 u , u u u y 2 u , u u u .  .x x t x x x x t x x t x x x x t
2w xy u , u u . .x x t x x x t
 .Then, in the above expression, the scalar products u , u u u ,x x t x x x x t
 .  .u , u u u , and u , u u u are crudely estimated in terms of thex x t x x x x t x x t x x x x t
L2 norm of u u and u and the maximum norm of u to arrive tox x x t x x x t
 .  .  .16a . Inequality 16b is obtained from 16a and Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
 .ity: we estimate brute force the scalar product u , u ; to bound thex t x x t
 .second term of 16a , we first use Cauchy-Schwartz' inequality to break the
5 5 2 5 5 2 < < 2expression into 2 pieces: u u and u u , then we apply Sobolev's`x x x t x x x t
inequality and the bound previously obtained for the L2 norm of u . Thex x
 . 2constant C in 16b depends on 1re and the L norm bound for u . Thenx x
Gronwall-Bellman's inequality gives us a L2 norm bound for u andx t
Sobolev's inequality gives us a maximum norm bound for u since we havet
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L2 bounds for u and u . Then using the equation u satisfies, we deduce at x t
maximum norm bound for u sincex x
22 2< < < < < <e q 2 u u q u u G e q u u . . .  .x x x x x x x x x
 .So the bound 13b holds for j s 2. From the equation u satisfies, wex
deduce that the L2 norm of u is bounded since the L2 norm ofx x x
2 2 < < .  . 5 5e q 2 u u q u u is bounded from below by e u and thex x x x x x x x x x x
 .other terms in the equation have been estimated. Therefore 13a holds
for j s 3.
Taking the scalar product of the jth-order spatial derivative of u with
the equation it satisfies, using the L2 norm bounds for u and u , thex x x x x
maximum norm bound for u , we show that the integrals with respect tox x
2  .time of the square of the L norm of the j q 1 th-order spatial derivative
of u and of the maximum norm of the jth-order spatial derivative of u, for
j s 2 and j s 3 are bounded.
Now, we use an induction process to get estimates for higher-order
spatial derivatives of u. Taking the scalar product of the jth-order spatial
derivative of u with the equation it satisfies, we are led to
d 12 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F a u q u y 2e uj jq1 j jq1dt a
< < 2 < < 2y u , u u y u u , u . 17 . .  . /  /jq1 1 1 1 1 jq1j j
 .  .We obtain 17 by estimating crudely the scalar product i u , u asj jq1
 .well as integrating by parts once the scalar products u , u andj jq2
  < < 2 . .u , u u to respectively decrease the derivative order of thej 1 1 jq1
 .  .j q 2 th-order spatial derivative of u and of the j q 1 th-order spatial
< < 2derivative of u u by one. We then express the jth-order spatial deriva-1 1
< < 2tive of u u in terms of the lth-order spatial derivative of u and its1 1
complex conjugate, l s 1, . . . , j q 1. We then bound the scalar products
 .u , u u u , l q l q l s j q 3 in terms of quantities which havejq1 l l l 1 2 31 2 3 2  .been estimated or the L norm of the jth and j q 1 th-order spatial
derivative of u. If l F l F l - j, then from integration by parts, we get1 2 3
u , u u u s y u , u u u y u , u u u .  .  .jq1 l l l j l q1 l l j l l q1 l1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
y u , u u u . .j l l l q11 2 3
We then crudely estimate these 3 scalar products in terms of the L2 norm
of the jth-order spatial derivative of u and already estimated functions. If
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either l , l , or l are equal to j, then we get, from integration by parts,1 2 3
u , u u u q u u u , u s y u u , u u y u , u u u , . .  .  .jq1 1 2 j 1 2 j jq1 2 j 2 j j 1 3 j
22 u , u u u s y u , u u y u , u u u . .  . /jq1 1 2 j j 2 j j 1 3 j
Again, these 2 terms are crudely estimated in terms of the L2 norm of the
jth-order spatial derivative of u and already estimated functions. If l s1
j q 1 then l s l s 1, we leave the expression unchanged; similarly if2 3
l s j q 1 and l s l s 1. If l s l s 1 and l s j q 1, we know that2 1 3 1 2 3
2< . < 5 5u u , u u F u u and the contribution of this term is can-1 jq1 1 jq1 1 jq1
celled by the opposite of the square of the L2 norm of u u . Gathering1 jq1
  < < 2 . .all the terms coming from the scalar product u , u u , we are ledjq1 1 1 j
to
d 12 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F ye u y 2 u u q q F t u q G t . 18 .  .  .j jq1 1 jq1 j j j /dt e
Here the functions F and G are short notations for the terms for whichj j
the integral with respect to time has already been estimated.
 .  .We have already proved 13a for j s 2 and j s 3 and 13b for j s 2.
We know that the time integral of the square of the maximum norm of
2 w xu and of the L norm of u are bounded on 0, T . So the timex x x x x x x
 .  . w x  .integral of F t and G t are also bounded on 0, T . Then 13a holds for4 4
 .j s 4 and 13b for j s 3.
 .  .The functions F t and G t are integrable and their integrals over thep p
w x  .  .interval 0, T are bounded because 13a holds for j F p y 1, 13b for
j F p y 2, and because the time integrals of the square of the maximum
norm of the lth-order spatial derivative of u and of the L2 norm of
k th-order spatial derivative of u are bounded for l F p y 1 and k F p.
 .  .So 13a holds for j s p and 13b for j s p y 1. Lemma 2.3 has been
proved.
The results from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 summarize in the following
theorem.
THEOREM 2.4. Under the assumption that the initial data is 1-periodic and
w xof zero a¨erage, we ha¨e on 0, T ,
kqm 2 kqm­ d
5 5u ?, t F I f , . . . , f , T , 19a .  .k , mk m 2 kqm /­ t ­ x dx
kqm 2 kqmq1­ dÄ 5 5u ?, t F I f , . . . , f , T . 19b .  .k , mk m 2 kqmq1 /­ t ­ x dx`
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ÄThe constants I , I depend on T , some positi¨ e power of 1re , and thek , m k , m
L2 norm of f and its deri¨ ati¨ es except for k s 0 and m s 0, 1. For k s 0
Äand m s 0, 1, I and I do not depend on e and depend only on T andk , m k , m
the L2 norm of f and its first-order deri¨ ati¨ e.
Proof. We derive the estimates from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. We do
not need to estimate time derivatives or mixed derivatives because we can
replace time derivatives by spatial derivatives using the equations that u
and its spatial derivatives satisfy. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
 .  .In this Section we indicate why the solution of 5a and 5b exists and is
unique without giving any proofs. One could also use the results presented
w xin 12 to prove short-term existence and uniqueness. We are unable to
 .  .show short-term existence for the solution of 5a and 5b with an
iteration. The finite difference approach to show existence requires a lot of
work. So, instead, we add a fourth-order regularizing term ye u to0 x x x x
 .5a . The equation reads
­ ­ ­ ­
u x , t s yi u x , t q u x , t .  .  . /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x
­ 2 ­ 4
q e u x , t y e u x , t . 20a .  .  .02 4­ x ­ x
u x , 0 s f x . 20b .  .  .
We then consider the following iteration
­ ­
nq1 nq1u x , t s yi u x , t .  .
­ t ­ x
2­ ­ ­
n nq1q u x , t u x , t .  . /­ x ­ x ­ x
­ 2 ­ 4
nq1 nq1q e u x , t y e u x , t , 21a .  .  .02 4­ x ­ x
unq1 x , 0 s f x , 21b .  .  .
0 .  .where u x, t s f x , to prove short-term existence for the solution of
 .  .  .  .20a and 20b . One can show that the solution of 21a and 21b and all
w xits derivatives exist on a short time interval 0, T , T depending on e , e ,1 1 0
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and f but independent of n. One first derives an estimate for un in H 2
< n < 2norm because of the diffusion coefficient u . Then for higher-orderx
w xspatial derivatives we proceed as for Burgers' equation, 11 . Then assum-
 .  . 2ing the existence of a solution to 20a and 20b , one can derive L norm
 .  .estimates, independent of e , for the solution of 20a and 20b and its0
w . 2first-order spatial derivative on 0, ` . To get a L bound for the solution
 .  .of 20a and 20b and its first-order spatial derivative, we proceed as in
proof of Lemma 2.1, that is using the zero average assumption to bound
 . 5 5 4 4  . 2u, u in the terms of u and u , u in terms of the L norm ofLx x x x x
u u . To get a L2 bound for the second-order spatial derivative of thex x x
solution, independent of e , you first estimate the third-order spatial0
derivative in L2 norm and use Sobolev's inequality. To get the estimate for
the third-order spatial derivative of u, one takes the scalar product of the
third-order spatial derivative of u with the equation it satisfies, one
  < < 2 . .integrates by parts once the scalar product u , u u to decreasex x x x x x x x x
the derivative order on the nonlinear term by one. Then one expresses
 < < 2 .u u in terms of the first four spatial derivatives of u and theirx x x x x
 .complex conjugate. The terms u , u u u , l q l q l s 3, l F 2,x x x x l l l 1 2 3 11 2 3
l F 2, and l F 2 are integrated by parts once to increase the derivation2 3
order of either the l th-order spatial derivative of u, the l th-order spatial1 2
derivative of u, or the l th-order spatial derivative of u. Then the resulting3
2  . .terms are crudely estimated. The term u , u u is bounded byx x x x x x x x x
the square of the L2 norm of u u and the last term is the opposite ofx x x x x
the square of L2 norm of u u . We are led tox x x x x
d 2 2 2 25 5 < < 5 5 < < < < 5 5 < <u F 2 u , u q 12 u u u q 48 u u . ` ` `x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x xdt
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2y 2 u u y 2e u y 2e u , 22a .x x x x x x x x x 0 x x x x x
2 7r2 1r2 15r4 5r4’5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C u q 48 2 u u q C u u0 x x x x x x x 1 x x x x
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2y 2 u u y e u y 2e u . 22b .x x x x x x x x x 0 x x x x x
 .  .We deduce 22b from 22a using Sobolev's inequalities and Young's
 .inequality. The constants C and C in 22b explicitly depend on 1re . We0 1
 .are led to 22b because we cannot derive a maximum norm bound for the
first-order spatial derivative of u as before. From ode theory, we know that
 .the solution of 22b can become infinite at a finite time T , therefore the`
 .  . w xsolution of 20a and 20b exists on any interval 0, T , T - T . The0 0 `
breakdown time of the ode depends on the initial condition f and on e
but is independent of e . One could show that all higher-order spatial0
w x 2derivatives of u are bounded on that interval 0, T both in L and in the0
maximum norms. With a restarting process and the short-term existence
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 .  .estimates for the solution of 21a and 21b , one can show that the
 .  . w xsolution of 20a and 20b exists on the time interval 0, T . The estimates0
 .  .for the solution of 20a and 20b do not depend on e so the solution of0
 .  . w x  .20a and 20b exists on 0, T even if e s 0. So the solution of 5a and0 0
 . w x5b exists on 0, T . We have shown, in the previous Section, that if the0
 .  .solution of 5a and 5b exists, we can derive estimates for its solution for
all time. Therefore, with a restarting process and the knowledge of the
 .  . w xexistence of the solution of 20a and 20b on 0, T , we conclude that the0
 .  .solution of 5a and 5b exists for all time. One can prove uniqueness of
 .  .the solution of 5a and 5b . The result summarizes in the following
theorem
`  .THEOREM 3.1. Let f g C and e ) 0. The 1-periodic problem 5a and
 . `5b has a unique solution u g C defined for 0 F t - `.
4. SMALLEST SCALE OF THE SOLUTION
In this Section, we want to determine what is the smallest scale of the
 .  .solution of 5a and 5b . The smallest scale of the solution tells us how
many points are needed to accurately compute a resolved numerical
solution. The smallest scale tells us when the Fourier modes are exponen-
w xtially small, that is when the spectrum is dead. We proceed as in 9 to find
w xthe smallest scale of the solution instead of 5 . As in Section 2, we assume
that the initial condition is of zero spatial average. We consider four
different cases: the first-order spatial derivative of the solution is, bounded
’from below by a constant of order 1 on the domain considered, of order e
on the domain considered, is bounded from below by a constant of order 1
’on some subdomain of the domain considered, and of order e on some
subdomain of the domain considered. We first want to make two remarks
before proving the main results of this section:
v Despite the fact that the assumption, the first-order spatial deriva-
tive of u is uniformly bounded away from 0 and is bounded from below by
w x w x < <a constant of order 1 on the whole domain 0, 1 = 0, T , i.e., u G m,x
m ) 0, seems to be unrealistic for smooth 1-periodic functions, the result is
solely presented to simplify the proof of Lemma 4.3.
v  .When the first-order spatial derivative of the solution of 1a is
’ ’bounded by e , the e scaling in the variables and the e scaling in the
dependent variable will scale the equation and transform it into a strictly
parabolic equation, even when the first-order spatial derivative of the
solution vanishes.
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Under the assumption, the first-order spatial derivative of u is uniformly
bounded away from 0, the smallest scale of the solution is 1. The result
summarizes in
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that the initial condition f is of zero a¨erage and
1-periodic and that the first-order spatial deri¨ ati¨ e of u is bounded away from
w x w x < <0 on 0, 1 = 0, T , i.e., u G m, m ) 0. We de¨elop u into a Fourier series.x
Ä 2For e¨ery natural number j, there exists a constant K depending on j, T , the L
norm of f and its deri¨ ati¨ es such that
ÄK2< <sup u k , t F . 23 .  .Ã 2 j< <k0FtFT
 .  .The smallest scale of the solution of 5a and 5b is 1.
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 of Section 2, we get L2 norm estimates for u
and u , independent of e . Since the function u is bounded away from 0,x x
 .we get the following bound for the right-hand side of 8
2 5 5 2y m q 2e u q 1; . x
 .Similarly, the right-hand side of 9 becomes
2 5 5 2y m q 2e u q 1. . x x
So the integral with respect to time of the square of the L2 norm of ux
and u is bounded independently of e . The first-order temporal derivativex x
of u satisfies a strongly parabolic equation with variable diffusion coeffi-
5 5cient and the lower bound on the diffusion coefficient implies u u Gx x t
5 5 2m u ; therefore the L norm of u is also bounded independently of e .x t t
 .From 15 , the lower bound on u , we concludex
222 24< < 5 5e q 2 u u q u u G m u . 24 .  . .x x x x x x x x
So both the L2 norm of u , and the time integral of the square of the L2x x
norm of u are bounded independently of e . Similarly, one shows thatx x x
the L2 norm of the second-order mixed derivative of u is bounded
uniformly in e . Then, following the arguments used in the proof of Lemma
2.3, we now conclude that the maximum norm of u , the L2 norm of u ,x x x x x
and the time integral of the square of the L2 norm of u are boundedx x x x
independently of e .
We then proceed by induction to derive estimates for higher-order
 .spatial derivatives of u. Inequality 17 still holds, a s 1. We then expand
2 2 < < .  .   . .u u , treat the terms u , u u u , u , u u as in the proof1 1 j jq1 1 1 jq1 jq1 1 jq1
5 5 2of Lemma 2.3, and crudely bound all the other ones by b u qjq1
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25 5u u u rb , l q l q l s j y 3, 1 F l F j, 1 F l F j, and 1 F l F j.l l l 1 2 3 1 2 31 2 3
The induction assumptions imply that the time integral of the square of L2
norm of u u u is bounded independently of e . Then we deduce that thel l l1 2 3
L2 norm of the jth-order spatial derivative u and the time integral of the
2  .square of the L norm of the j q 1 th-order spatial derivative u are
 .bounded independently of e . Then Parseval's relation gives us 23 . Lemma
4.1 has been proved.
Now we want to show that if the first-order spatial derivative of u is at
’most of order e on the domain considered, then the smallest scale of the
 .  .solution of 5a and 5b is e . We rescale the temporal and spatial
’  .variables as well as the amplitude of the function u. Define e e u x9, t9 sÄ
 .u x, t , that is x9 s xre and t9 s tre . Dropping the 9 everywhere from
now on, the equation u satisfies readsÄ
2 2­ ­ ­ ­ ­ ­
u x , t sy i u x , t q u x , t u x , t q u x , t , .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä2 /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
25a .
Äu x , 0 s f x . 25b .  .  .Ä 0
Note that the function u is periodic of period e instead of 1 and that theÄ
diffusion coefficient in the nonlinear term can be 0. In this case, the
diffusion is controlled by the regularizing term u instead of the nonlin-Äx x
ear diffusion term.
The estimates on the Fourier coefficients of u summarize in
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that the initial condition f is of zero a¨erage, is
1-periodic, and there is for e¨ery natural number p a constant C such thatp
2pd Cp
f F . 26 .p 2 pdx e
’Assume that the first-order spatial deri¨ ati¨ e of u is at most of order e , i.e.
’< <u F m e , m G 0. We de¨elop u in to a Fourier series. For e¨ery naturalx
  ..number j, there is a constant K depending on j and C l s l j such thatl
K2< <sup u k , t F . 27 .  .Ã 2 j2 j < <e k0FtFT
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Proof. Taking the scalar product of u with the equation it satisfies, weÄ
are led to
d 2 4 25 5 < < 5 5 5 5u F 2 u , u y 2 u y 2 u , 28a .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä . Lx x x4dt
5 5 2 5 5 4 5 5 2F u y 2 u y u . 28b .Ä Ä ÄLx x4
 .  .Sobolev's inequality and 28a immediately give us 28b . Gronwall-Bell-
man's inequality gives us the L2 norm bound for u.Ä
We then derive bounds for higher-order spatial derivatives of u proceed-Ä
ing as in the proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3.
The square of the L2 norm of u satisfiesÄx
d 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5u F 1 y 2 u y u u . 29 .Ä Ä Ä Äx x x x x xdt
 .  .Integration of 29 and the bound on the initial condition 26 imply that
the L2 norm of u and the time integral of the square of the L2 norm ofÄx
u are bounded by a constant.Äx x
As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we first derive estimates for the second
and third-order spatial derivatives of u, then we proceed by induction on jÄ
to get bounds for the jth-order spatial derivative of u. As before, weÄ
 .estimate u to get a bound for u . From 25a , we see that u satisfies aÄ Ä Ät x x t
strongly parabolic equation with variable coefficient, the diffusion coeffi-
cient being bounded below by 1, and classical L2 techniques gives us an
order 1 upper bound for its L2 norm. Then we deduce a L2 norm bound
 . 2for u using 25a , the L norm bounds for u and u and the inequalityÄ Ä Äx x x t
222 2< < 5 51 q 2 u u q u u G u . 30 . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .x x x x x x x x
As in Lemma 2.3, to estimate u , we first bound u , then we use theÄ Äx x x x t
equation u satisfies. Following the same steps as in the proof of LemmaÄx
2.3, we get an order 1 bound for the L2 norm of u . We also show that uÄ Äx t t
and u satisfy an order 1 bound in the maximum norm. Then we deduceÄx x
that the L2 norm of u satisfies an order 1 bound.Äx x x
For higher-order derivatives, we proceed by induction. Taking the scalar
product of the jth-order spatial derivative of u with the equation itÄ
satisfies, we are led to
d 12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5u F a u q uÄ Ä Äj jq1 jdt a
5 5 2 < < 2 < < 2y 2 u y u , u u y u u , u . 31 .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä /  /jq1 jq1 1 1 1 1 jq1 /  /j j
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  < < 2 . .The terms u , u u and its complex conjugate are treated as in theÄ Ä Äjq1 1 1 j
proof of Lemma 4.1. So the L2 norm of the jth-order spatial derivative of
2  .u and the time integral of the square of the L norm of the j q 1 th-orderÄ
spatial derivative of u are bounded by order 1 constants. Going back to theÄ
definition of u and u, we then deduce that the L2 norm of the jth-orderÄ
spatial derivative of u is bounded by Cre 2 j. Parseval's relation gives us
 .27 . The proof of Lemma 4.2 is complete.
Define on V, the domain on which the first-order spatial derivative of u
is of order 1, the function w, w s uc , c the smooth characteristic
function of the domain V. The function w satisfies
2­ 2 ­ ­ ­
w x , t s u x , t w x , t .  .  . /­ t 3 ­ x ­ x ­ x
21 ­ ­ ­
q u x , t w x , t .  . / /3 ­ x ­ x ­ x
­ ­ 2 ­ ­
yi w x , t q e w x , t y 2e u x , t c x , t .  .  .  .2­ x ­ x ­ x­ x
­ ­ ­ 2
qu x , t c x , t q i c x , t y e c x , t .  .  .  .2 /­ t ­ x ­ x
22 ­ ­ ­
y u x , t u x , t c x , t .  .  . /3 ­ x ­ x ­ x
21 ­ ­ ­
y u x , t u x , t c x , t .  .  . / /3 ­ x ­ x ­ x
2­ ­ ­
y u x , t u x , t c x , t , 32a .  .  .  .
­ x ­ x ­ x
w x , 0 s f x c x , 0 . 32b .  .  .  .
The result summarizes in
 .  .LEMMA 4.3. Consider w satisfying 32 a and 32b . Assume that the
initial condition f is of zero-a¨erage and is 1-periodic, that the first-order
spatial deri¨ ati¨ e of u is bounded away from 0 on the domain V, i.e.,
< <u G m, m ) 0. We de¨elop the function w into a Fourier series. For e¨eryx
Ä 2natural number j, there is a constant K depending on j, the L norm of f and0
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its deri¨ ati¨ es such that
ÄK02< <sup w k , t F . 33 .  .Ã 2 j< <k0FtFT
 .  .The smallest scale of the solution of 32 a and 32b is 1.
Proof. The function c is smooth; the function w and all its derivatives
satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions on V. The function w satisfies a
strongly parabolic equation with variable coefficients on V. The forcing
terms in the equation as well as the diffusion coefficient are of order 1 on
V. The results from Lemma 4.1 for the jth-order spatial derivative of w,
j G 2, with minor changes, do apply to the equation w satisfies. For w and
w , we proceed slightly differently since w may not be of 0 spatial average.x
< . < < . <So to bound the terms w, w and w , w , we use the crude estimatesx x x x
5 5 2 5 5 2 . 5 5 2 5 5 2 .w q w r2 and w q w r2. Otherwise, the rest of thex x x x
proof of Lemma 2.1 completely carries over. The proof of Lemma 4.3 is
complete.
’Assume that u is at most of order e on some domain V. If we rescalex
the temporal, spatial variables, and the amplitude of u as in the proof of
’  .  .Lemma 4.2, then the function e e w x9, t9 s w x, t satisfies, x9 s xreÄ
and t9 s tre , after dropping the 9 everywhere,
2­ 2 ­ ­ ­
w x , t s u x , t w x , t .  .  .Ä Ä Ä /­ t 3 ­ x ­ x ­ x
21 ­ ­ ­
q u x , t w x , t .  .Ä Ä / /3 ­ x ­ x ­ x
­ ­ 2 ­ ­
yi w x , t q w x , t y 2 u x , t c x , t .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä2­ x ­ x ­ x­ x
­ ­ ­ 2
qu x , t c x , t q i c x , t y c x , t .  .  .  .Ä 2 /­ t ­ x ­ x
22 ­ ­ ­
y u x , t u x , t c x , t .  .  .Ä Ä /3 ­ x ­ x ­ x
21 ­ ­ ­
y u x , t u x , t c x , t .  .  .Ä Ä / /3 ­ x ­ x ­ x
2­ ­ ­
y u x , t u x , t c x , t . 34a .  .  .  .Ä
­ x ­ x ­ x
Äw x , 0 s f x c x , 0 . 34b .  .  .  .Ä
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ÄHere we have omitted the on the characteristic function of the rescaled
Ä .  .domain and f x s f xre .
 .  .LEMMA 4.4. Consider w satisfying 32 a and 32b on a domain on
’which its first-order spatial deri¨ ati¨ e is at most of order e . Assume that the
initial condition f is of zero-a¨erage and is 1-periodic, that the first-order
’spatial deri¨ ati¨ e of u is at most of order e on V. Assume there exists a
constant C for e¨ery natural number p such that the initial condition satisfiesp
 .the bounds 26 .
We develop the function w into a Fourier series. For every natural
Ä   ..number j, there is a constant K depending on j, and C l s l j , suchl
that
ÄK2< <sup w k , t F . 35 .  .Ã 2 j2 j < <e k0FtFT
 .  .The smallest scale of the solution of 32a and 32b is e .
Proof. The function w satisfies a strongly parabolic equation withÄ
variable coefficients on V. As for the function w of Lemma 4.3, the
boundary conditions for w and its derivatives are homogeneous of Dirich-Ä
let type. The diffusion coefficient is of order 1; the forcing terms are of
order 1 or of smaller order. Therefore, proceeding as in the proof of
Lemma 4.2, with the changes mentioned in the proof of Lemma 4.3 due to
the fact that w may no longer be of 0 spatial average, we conclude that theÄ
L2 norm of the function w and all its derivatives are of order 1. Then, weÄ
go back to the original function w and we use Parseval's relation to get
 .35 . Lemma 4.4 is proved.
The results of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 summarize in
 .  .THEOREM 4.5. Consider 5a and 5b . Under the assumptions that the
initial condition f is of zero a¨erage and satisfies for e¨ery natural number p
 .26 and that u can be expanded into a Fourier series, the estimate
K2< <sup u k , t F 36 .  .Ã 2 j2 j < <e k0FtFT
 .  .hold. The smallest scale of the solution of 5a and 5b is e .
 .  . `Proof. Since we have shown that the solution of 5a and 5b is C on
w x w x0, 1 = 0, T , there are a finite number of intervals on which the first-order
’spatial derivative of u is either of order 1 or smaller than e . These
intervals have an empty open intersection here open is used in the
.topological sense . So Theorem 4.1 is immediately deduced from Lemmas
4.3 and 4.4 and the superposition principle. Theorem 4.1 is proved.
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5. CONVERGENCE OF REGULARIZED SOLUTIONS
 .  .We would like to know whether the viscosity solutions of 1a and 1b
converge to some function in the limit of e ª 0. Then, if it converges to
something, in which space and what is the regularity of the function to
which the regularized solutions converge to. The main difficulty to show
convergence does come from the nonlinear term.
To avoid confusion in the notation, we call ue a representative of the
sequence of regularized solution and u the limit of the sequence ue.
In Section 2, we got L2 and maximum norm bounds, independent of e ,
for ue and its first-order spatial derivative. Taking the scalar product of
 . e w x1a with the first-order temporal derivative of u , as in 2 , expressing the
 e e . 4 e 2scalar product u , u in terms of the L norm of u and of the L normt x x
of ue,t
1r4 1r2
1 1 14 2e e e e< < < <u u dx F u dx u dx ,H H Hx t x t /  /0 0 0
1 1 4 2e e45 5 5 5F u q 1 q u , .Lx t2 2
and using the bound for the time integral of the L4 norm of ue found inx
Lemma 2.1, we get a L2 bound, uniform in e , e F 1, for ue, the normt
being here considered with respect to both variables.
4 21 1 d dt 2 2e5 5 5 5u ?, t dt F q 1 t q f q f q 2e f . .H t  / /2 2p dx dxL0 4
37 .
e 1w x w x.So the sequence of functions u belongs to H 0, 1 = 0, T and, for
1, `w x. eeach fixed t, to W 0, 1 . From the sequence u , we can extract a weakly
1w xconvergent subsequence which converges to a function u in H 0, 1 =
w x.0, T . From Lemma 2.2, we know that the first-order spatial derivative of
u is bounded in the maximum norm for each fixed t. Lemma 2.2 also tells
e  < e < 2 e .us that the sequence w s u u is bounded independently of e inx x x x
2w x w x.L 0, 1 = 0, T . From Arzela-Ascoli's theorem, we therefore know that
the sequences w e and w e respectively converge weakly to w and w inx x
2w x w x.L 0, 1 = 0, T .
To show that the function u satisfies the limit equation obtained from
 . < < 25a by setting e s 0, we need to show w s u u in a weak sense inx x
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2w x w x. 2w x w x.L 0, 1 = 0, T . The test function f belongs to L 0, 1 = 0, T and
t 1 t 12 2e e< < < <w y u u f dj dt s w y u u f dj dt .  .HH HHx x x x
0 0 0 0
t 1 2 2e e< < < <q u u y u u f dj dt , 38a . .HH x x x x
0 0
t 1 2e e< <s w y u u f dj dt .HH x x
0 0
t 1
e e eq u u q u u y u f dj dt .  .HH x x x x x
0 0
t 1 2 eq u u y u f dj dt . 38b .  . .HH x x x
0 0
 .The first integral in 38b can be made smaller than hr3 for small e
< e < 2 ebecause w is a weak limit of u u . The second one is also smaller thanx x
hr3 for small e because the sequences ue and ue q u are bounded in thex x x
maximum norm, uniformly in e , and because the sequence ue convergesx
weakly to u in the maximum norm. Using an argument similar to the onex
just used, the third integral can also be made smaller than hr3. So
< < 2w s u u in a weak sense.x x
We have shown that the first-order spatial and temporal derivative of u,
 < < 2 . 2w x w x.and u u belong to L 0, 1 = 0, T and that the function u satisfiesx x x
2­ ­ ­ ­ ­
u x , t s yi u x , t q u x , t u x , t , 39a .  .  .  .  . /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x
u x , 0 s f x , 39b .  .  .
in a weak sense.
We can get a slightly stronger convergence result than the one we just
w xgave above if we use the following theorem found in 6
 4` 1, q .THEOREM 5.1. Assume that the sequence f is bounded in W U ,k ks1
U a bounded smooth open subset of R n. Then there exist a subsequence
 4`  4` 1, q .f ; f and a function f g W U such that for each 1 F p - qk js1 k ks1j
and each d ) 0 there exists a relati¨ ely closed set E ; U withd
f ª f uniformly on E and Cap U y E F d . .k d p dj
If we apply the above theorem to our case with q s 2, we know that
from the sequence ue, we can extract a subsequence ue j which converges
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 .  .uniformly to u on a relatively closed set E ; 0, 1 = 0, T , for eachd
 .  . .d ) 0, with Cap 0, 1 = 0, T y E F d .1 d
w xFrom the embedding results of 7 , we also know that u belongs to
0w x w x.C 0, 1 = 0, T and that u, for fixed t, is Holder continuous withÈ
w xexponent a , a - 1. In 15 , for the porous media equation, they have
similar results.
All those results summarize in
e  .THEOREM 5.2. A weak limit u of the ¨iscosity solution u satisfies 39a
 . 1w x w x.and 39b . The function u belongs to H 0, 1 = 0, T and for each fixed t,
`w x.the first-order spatial deri¨ ati¨ e of u belongs to L 0, 1 . On a relati¨ ely closed
set, from the sequence ue, we can extract a subsequence ue j which con¨erges
0w x w x.uniformly to u. Moreo¨er, u belongs to C 0, 1 = 0, T and for fixed t, u is
Holder continuous with exponent a , a - 1. The function u may not beÈ
unique.
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS
 .  .Since the solution of 1a and 1b has a mean value that is a constant in
time determined by the mean value of the initial data, we can use the
numerical solution of the equation the first-order spatial derivative of the
 .  .solution of 1a and 1b satisfies and a quadrature rule to get the
 .  .numerical solution of 1a and 1b at the grid points. From now on, we
only consider the equation the first-order spatial derivative of the solution
 .of 1a satisfies and we only plot the first-order spatial derivative of the
 .  .  .solution of 1a . Since the solution of 1a and 1b is a complex valued
function, we numerically compute the real and imaginary parts of the
first-order spatial derivative of the solution by solving the system that the
 .  .first-order spatial derivative of the solution of 1a and 1b and its
complex conjugate satisfy. Let ¨ denote the first-order spatial derivative of
 .  .the solution 1a and 1b and ¨ is complex conjugate. The functions ¨ and
¨ satisfy
­ ­ ­ 2 ­ 22¨ x , t s yi ¨ x , t q ¨ x , t ¨ x , t q e ¨ x , t , .  .  .  .  . .2 2­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x
40a .
­ ­ ­ 2 ­ 22¨ x , t s i ¨ x , t q ¨ x , t ¨ x , t q e ¨ x , t , .  .  .  .  . .2 2­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x
40b .
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d
¨ x , 0 s f x , 40c .  .  .
dx
d
¨ x , 0 s f x . 40d .  .  .
dx
The above system is discretized with a centered second-order finite differ-
ence scheme in space and mid-point rule in time. Both the linear term and
w xnonlinear term are treated implicitly to avoid having small time steps 16 .
A pseudo-spectral method in space is not highly efficient here since it will
require either that the nonlinear term is handled explicitly or the inversion
of full matrices at each iteration if the nonlinear is dealt with in an implicit
fashion. Let ¨ n be an approximation of the continuous function ¨ atj
 . nx , t . Then the discrete function ¨ and its complex conjugate satisfy thej n j
system
¨ nq1 y ¨ n ij j nq1 ns y D ¨ q ¨ . /0 j jdt 2
1 2nq1 n nq1 nq D D ¨ q ¨ ¨ q ¨ , .q y j j j j /8
nq1 n¨ y ¨ ij j nq1 ns D ¨ q ¨ / /0 j jdt 2
1 2nq1 n nq1 nq D D ¨ q ¨ ¨ q ¨ 41a . .q y j j j j /8
e
nq1 nq D D ¨ q ¨ , 41b . /q y j j2
¨ 0 s D f , 41c .j 0 j
0¨ s D f , 41d .j 0 j
 .  .  .  .equivalent to 40a , 40b , 40c , and 40d . The operators D , D , and Dy q 0
are the well-known finite difference operators. The grid points and the
w xunknowns of the discrete system are reordered as in 3 to get pentadiago-
nal matrices by blocks. We use Newton's iteration to solve the reordered
 .  .  .  . ndiscrete system 41a , 41b , 41c , and 41d . Let denote by v the discrete
 .  . nq1solution of the system 41a and 41b at time t s ndt and by w an
 .  .  .guess for the solution of 41a and 41b at time t s n q 1 dt.nq1
Assuming that e s v nq1 y w nq1 is small, linearizing the discrete system
nq1about w by neglecting all the quadratic and cubic terms in e and e in
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 .  .41a and 41b , that is,
2 2nq1 n nq1 n nq1 n nq1 n¨ q ¨ ¨ q ¨ s w q ¨ q e w q ¨ q e .  . /  /j j j j j j j j j j
2 2nq1 n nq1 n nq1 nf w q ¨ w q ¨ q w q ¨ e .  . /j j j j j j j
2q O e q O e e . .j j j
nq1 n nq1 nq 2 w q ¨ w q ¨ e , .  /j j j j j
Tw xwe are led to the following linear system for the correction e s e , ej j j
A j, v n , w nq1 , dt e q A j, v n , w nq1 , dt D e .  .0 j 1 0 j
42 .
n nq1 n nq1q A j, v , w , dt D D e s F j, v , w , dt . .  .2 q y j
The matrix A is the matrix of entries0
dt
nq1 n nq1 nA 1, 1 s y D D w q ¨ w q ¨ , .  .  /0 q y j j j j4
dt 2nq1 nA 1, 2 s y D D w q ¨ , .  .0 q y j j8
dt 2
nq1 nA 2, 1 s y D D w q ¨ , .  /0 q y j j8
dt
nq1 n nq1 nA 2, 2 s y D D w q ¨ w q ¨ . .  .  /0 q y j j j j4
The matrix A is the matrix of entries1
i dt dt
nq1 n nq1 nA 1, 1 s y D w q ¨ w q ¨ , .  .  /1 0 j j j j2 2
dt 2nq1 nA 1, 2 s y D w q ¨ , .  .1 0 j j4
dt 2
nq1 nA 2, 1 s y D w q ¨ , .  /1 0 j j4
i dt dt
ny1 n nq1 nA 2, 2 s y y D w q ¨ w q ¨ . .  .  /1 0 j j j j2 2
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The matrix A is the matrix of entries2
e dt dt
nq1 n nq1 nA 1, 1 s y y w q ¨ w q ¨ , .  .  /2 j j j j2 4
dt 2nq1 nA 1, 2 s y w q ¨ , .  .2 j j8
dt 2
nq1 nA 2, 1 s y w q ¨ , .  /2 j j8
e dt dt
nq1 n nq1 nA 2, 2 s y y w q ¨ w q ¨ . .  .  /2 j j j j2 4
The vector F has entries
i dt e dt
nq1 n nq1 n nq1 nF 1 s yw q ¨ y D w q ¨ q D D w q ¨ .  .  .j j 0 j j q y j j2 2
dt 2nq1 n nq1 nq D D w q ¨ w q ¨ ,q y j j j j /8
i dt e dt
nq1 n nq1 n nq1 nF 2 s yw q ¨ q D w q ¨ q D D w q ¨ .  /  /j j 0 j j q y j j2 2
dt 2nq1 n nq1 nq D D w q ¨ w q ¨ .q y j j j j /8
For the first iteration on the linearized system, we take w nq1 s v n and we
use Newton's method to solve the system of equations.
We confirmed numerically the smallest scale estimates of Section 4 by
 .  .  .  .solving the system of equations 40a , 40b , 40c , and 40d with the
 . y3 y3scheme 42 with e s 10 and 2400 meshpoints and e s 10 and 4800
meshpoints. The numerical solutions are the same within machine preci-
sion. In both cases, the stopping criterion for the Newton's iteration was
the maximum norm of the right-hand side and of the error to be smaller
than 10y11. The first derivative of the initial condition is the 1-periodic
function ey2 0 xy.5..
2
.
In Fig. 1, we plot the first derivative of the initial condition, the function
ey2 0 xy.5..
2
.
In Fig. 2, we plot the real part of the solution at t s .1 with e s 10y3,
dt s 10y5, and h s 4.1667 = 10y4. In Figure 3, we plot the imaginary part
of the solution at t s .1 with the same value for e , dt, and h as in Figure 2.
The support of the solution at time t s .1 is wider than it was initially and
near the end of the support of the solution, the solution oscillates on an
interval of short length, whose size is of order e . Also the modulus of the
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FIG. 1. Initial condition ey2 0 xy.5..
2
.
solution has decreased. The numerical results agree with the analytical
results in the sense that we see phenomena of size e , and that the
oscillations of the solution look more like spikes than smooth waves. The
widening of the support of the solution and the decrease in the modulus of
the solution are not a surprising feature since the nonlinear term in the
equation is similar to the one of the porous medium equation.
In Figs. 4 and 5, we respectively plot the real and imaginary parts of the
solution at t s .3 with the same value for e , dt, and h as in Figure 2. At
time t s .3 the support of the solution is wider than it was initially and
than at t s .1. The size of the support of the solution seems to be a
monotonic function of time. As at t s .1, the solution is highly oscillating
on an interval of length of order e and the oscillations look more like
spikes than smooth oscillations.
In Figs. 6 and 7, we respectively plot the real and imaginary parts of the
solution at t s .5 with the same value for e , dt, and h as in Figure 2. In
this case, the support of the solution is the whole interval. The fast
oscillations we noticed in the two previous cases have disappeared and the
solution seems to be very smooth. It is conjectured that when the highly
oscillatory waves coming from the left and the right interact, they cancel
each other. For the imaginary part of the solution, such a phenomenon is
not unexpected because the solution seems to be an odd function; for the
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FIG. 2. Real part of the solution at t s .1 with e s 10y3 , dt s 10y5, and h s 4.1667 =
10y4 .
FIG. 3. Imaginary part of the solution at t s .1 with e s 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s
4.1667 = 10y4 .
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FIG. 4. Real part of the solution at t s .3 with e s 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s 4.1667 =
10y4 .
FIG. 5. Imaginary part of the solution at t s .3 with e s 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s
4.1667 = 10y4 .
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FIG. 6. Real part of the solution at t s .5 with e s 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s 4.1667 =
10y4 .
FIG. 7. Imaginary part of the solution at t s .5 with e s 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s
4.1667 = 10y4 .
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real part of the solution, such a phenomenon is surprising. None of the
analytical results of the previous Sections indicated the possible disappear-
ance of singularities, or cancellation of singularities.
In Figs. 8 and 9, we respectively plot the real and imaginary parts of the
solution at t s 1 with the same value for e , dt, and h as in Figure 2. The
numerical solution seems to indicate that once the support of the solution
becomes the whole interval and once the singularities created at t s 0q
have disappeared, the solution stays smooth and nice. Despite the complex
nature of the equation, it retains some features of the solution of the
porous medium equation, widening of the support of the solution and
decrease in the modulus of the solution.
We also want to numerically see the influence of e on the solution. We
 .  .  .  .integrate 40a , 40b , 40c , and 40d up to time t s 1 with the scheme
 . y5described in 42 with the same initial condition as before, dt s 10 to be
sure that error due to the temporal part of the scheme is much smaller
than the one due to the spatial part of the scheme, and e s 10y2 . We kept
the same convergence criterion and we run the code on a mesh with 240
points. According to the estimates of Section 4 and the numerical check
runs in the case e s 10y3, the numerical solution we obtain is resolved.
FIG. 8. Real part of the solution at t s 1 with e s 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s 4.1667 =
10y4 .
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FIG. 9. Imaginary part of the solution at t s 1 with e s 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s
4.1667 = 10y4 .
In Figs. 10 and 11, we respectively plot the real and imaginary parts of
the solution at t s .1 with e s 10y2 , dt s 10y5, and h s 4.1667 = 10y3.
As in the case e s 10y3, the support of the solution at t s .1 is wider than
at t s 0. If we compare the support of the solutions for e s 10y3 and
e s 10y2 , it is wider for e s 10y2 than for e s 10y3 ; that confirms the
smallest scale estimates of Section 4 since now, the small scale features,
for e s 10y2 , should happen on an interval 10 times wider than in the
previous case. We also see that the small features, for e s 10y2 , are not as
rough as in the case considered before. The numerical solution that is of
order 1 has been barely changed by the increase in the regularizing
viscosity coefficient. The numerical and analytical results are in perfect
agreement since, as predicted by the smallest scale estimates, in the region
where the solution is order 1, the effects of viscous regularization are
barely noticeable and the small features in the solution have support of
size e , e the size of the viscous regularizing coefficient.
In Figs. 12 and 13, we respectively plot the real and imaginary parts of
the solution at t s .3 with the same value for e , dt, and h as in Figure 10.
The remarks made about the support of the solution, the influence of the
viscous regularizing term, and the size of the small features in the solution
for Figure 10 and 11 still apply here.
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FIG. 10. Real part of the solution at t s .1 with e s 10y2 , dt s 10y5 and h s 4.1667 =
10y3.
FIG. 11. Imaginary part of the solution at t s .1 with e s 10y2 , dt s 10y5 and h s
4.1667 = 10y3.
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FIG. 12. Real part of the solution at t s .3 with e s 10y2 , dt s 10y5 and h s 4.1667 =
10y3.
FIG. 13. Imaginary part of the solution at t s .3 with e s 10y2 , dt s 10y5 and h s
4.1667 = 10y3.
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In Figs. 14 and 15, we respectively plot the real and imaginary parts of
the solution at t s .5 with the same value for e , dt, and h as in Figure 10.
The solution is very similar to the one shown in the case e s 10y3 at
t s .5. All the remarks made for Figure 6 and 7 still apply here. The
numerical results obtained in the case e s 10y2 confirms the estimates of
Section 4 since, when the solution is of order 1, the effects of viscous
regularization are negligible.
We do not show the solution at t s 1. with the same value for e , dt, and
h as in Figure 10 because it is very similar to the one shown in the case
e s 10y3.
We also integrate the equations with the scheme described above up to
time t s 1 with e s 5 = 10y3. We choose the same initial condition as
before; we take dt s 10y5. The convergence criterion, for the iterations is
the same as before and we run the code with 480 points. The estimates of
Section 4 guarantee us that the numerical solution computed is resolved.
In Figs. 16 and 17, we respectively plot the real and imaginary parts of the
solution at t s .1 with e s 5 = 10y3, dt s 10y5, and h s 2.0833 = 10y3.
In Figs. 18 and 19, we respectively plot the real and imaginary parts of the
solution at t s .3 with the same value for e , dt, and h as in Figure 16.
FIG. 14. Real part of the solution at t s .5 with e s 10y2 , dt s 10y5 and h s 4.1667 =
10y3.
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FIG. 15. Imaginary part of the solution at t s .5 with e s 10y2 , dt s 10y5 and h s
4.1667 = 10y3.
FIG. 16. Real part of the solution at t s .1 with e s 5 = 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s 2.0833 =
10y3.
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FIG. 17. Imaginary part of the solution at t s .1 with e s 5 = 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and
h s 2.0833 = 10y3.
FIG. 18. Real part of the solution at t s .3 with e s 5 = 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and h s 2.0833 =
10y3.
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FIG. 19. Imaginary part of the solution at t s .3 with e s 5 = 10y3 , dt s 10y5 and
h s 2.0833 = 10y3.
In Fig. 20, we plot, at t s .1, the minimum of the real part of the
solution for different values of e to confirm the estimates of Section 4,
that is the fine scale structure depends linearly on e . In Fig. 21, we plot, at
t s .1, the width of the fine scale structure for different values of e . From
the computation of our solutions for different values of e , we use our
knowledge about the number of meshpoints needed to get a resolved
solution and a time step dt s 10y5. The graph is not a straight line as
predicted by the estimates of Section 4 because our computations are done
on a discrete mesh. Nevertheless from Figures 20 and 21 and as predicted
in Section 4, we find that the small features in the solution depends linear
on the value of e , that the larger the viscous regularizing coefficient is, the
smoother the small features are and the wider is their support, and that
the viscous regularizing term has little influence on the solution which is of
order 1. So to speed up our code, from the numerical results obtained
here, we see that once the computed solution is of order 1, we could set
the viscous regularizing coefficient to 0.
From our numerical results and extrapolation to 0 of the graph pre-
sented in Figure 22, we conclude that the weak solution of the equation
 .  .1a , 1b , obtained by letting e ª 0 will have a bounded first-order spatial
derivative. Since the support of the fine scale gets smaller and smaller as
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FIG. 20. Minimum of the real part of the solution at t s .1 for different values of e ,
ranging from 8 = 10y4 to 1.5 = 10y2 .
e ª 0, see Figure 21, the second-order spatial derivative of the solution of
 .  .1a may become infinite on sets of measure e . The bound 10c of Lemma
2.2 is confirmed numerically.
 .  .  .  .We also compute the solution of 40a , 40b , 40c , and 40d with
2 ip k x w xthe scheme described above and the initial condition e . From 2 , we
know that the solution of the unregularized equation, e s 0, is
 .y1r2  . 2 ip k xi 2p k a 2p kt e , with the function a solution of the ordinary
differential equation
d 2< <a s a y a a, 43a .
dt
1r2a 0 s yi 2p k . 43b .  .  .
 .  .We integrate 43a and 43b with an ode solver and we compare the
solutions of the unregularized and the regularized equations to better
quantify the influence of the regularizing second-order diffusion term on
the solution for e s 10y3 and dt s 5 = 10y3. By comparing the solution
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FIG. 21. Width of the fine scale structure at t s .1 for different values of e , ranging from
8 = 10y4 to 1.5 = 10y2 .
of the regularized equation with the solution of the unregularized one, the
initial condition being ei8p x, we want to see whether, for small e , the
solutions of the regularized and unregularized equations are ``close'' and
whether their difference depends on e . We do not try to answer the open
questions from Section 5: Which subsequence of the entire sequence of
 e .functions u converges to the weak limit? Is the weak limit unique?e ) 0
Also we do not address the question: How sensitive to perturbations is the
selection process of the weak limit?
In Fig. 23, we plot the real part of the difference between the solution of
the unregularized and regularized equations with initial condition ei8p x at
 .t s .01. We find that the difference is maximum at the zeros of sin 8p x
 .and is 0 at the zeros of cos 8p x .
In Fig. 24, we plot the imaginary part of the difference between the
solution of the unregularized and regularized equations with initial condi-
tion ei8p x at t s .01. We find that the difference is maximum at the zeros
 .  .of sin 8p x and is 0 at the zeros of cos 8p x . The real and imaginary parts
of the discrete function giving the difference between the solutions of the
unregularized and regularized equations at the meshpoints are the same
and the maximum of the amplitude in the difference in the solutions is of
order e .
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 .FIG. 22. Maximum norm of the first order spatial derivative of the solution of 1a at
t s .1 for different values of e , ranging from 8 = 10y4 to 1.5 = 10y2 .
In Fig. 25, we plot the real part of the difference between the solution of
the unregularized and regularized equations with initial condition ei8p x at
 .t s .1. We find that the difference is maximum at the zeros of sin 8p x
 .and is 0 at the zeroes of cos 8p x . The maximum of the amplitude in the
difference in the solution at t s .1 is twice as much as at t s .01 but is still
of order e .
In Fig. 26, we plot the imaginary part of the difference between the
solution of the unregularized and regularized equations with initial condi-
tion ei8p x at t s .1. We find that the difference is maximum at the zeroes
 .  .of sin 8p x and is 0 at the zeros of cos 8p x . The real and imaginary parts
of the discrete function giving the difference between the solutions of the
unregularized and regularized equations at the meshpoints are the same.
In Fig. 27, we plot the real part of the difference between the solution of
the unregularized and regularized equations with initial condition ei8p x at
 .t s .3. We find that the difference is maximum at the zeroes of sin 8p x
 .and is 0 at the zeros of cos 8p x . The maximum of the amplitude in the
difference in the solutions at t s .3 is larger than at t s .1 but the increase
is much smaller than between t s .01 and t s .1; it is again of size e .
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FIG. 23. Real part of the difference in the solutions of the regularized and unregularized
equations at t s .01 with e s 10y3 , dt s 5 = 10y3 and h s 4.1667 = 10y4 , and initial
condition ei8p x.
FIG. 24. Imaginary part of the difference in the solutions of the regularized and unregu-
larized equations at t s 0.1 with e s 10y3 , dt s 5 = 10y3 and h s 4.1667 = 10y4 , and
initial condition ei8p x.
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FIG. 25. Real part of the difference in the solutions of the regularized and unregularized
equations at t s .1 with e s 10y3 , dt s 5 = 10y3 , and h s 4.1667 = 10y4 , and initial
condition ei8p x.
FIG. 26. Imaginary part of the difference in the solutions of the regularized and unregu-
larized equations at t s .1 with e s 10y3 , dt s 5 = 10y3 and h s 4.1667 = 10y4 , and initial
condition ei8p x.
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FIG. 27. Real part of the difference in the solutions of the regularized and unregularized
equations at t s .3 with e s 10y3 , dt s 5 = 10y3 , and h s 4.1667 = 10y4 , and initial
condition ei8p x.
FIG. 28. Imaginary part of the difference in the solutions of the regularized and unregu-
larized equations at t s .3 with e s 10y3 , dt s 5 = 10y3 , and h s 4.1667 = 10y4 , and initial
condition ei8p x.
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In Fig. 28, we plot the imaginary part of the difference between the
solution of the unregularized and regularized equations with initial condi-
tion ei8p x at t s .3. We find that the difference is maximum at the zeros of
 .  .sin 8p x and is 0 at the zeroes of cos 8p x . The real and imaginary parts
of the discrete function giving the difference between the solutions of the
unregularized and regularized equations at the meshpoints are the same.
We do not plot the difference between the solution of the regularized
and unregularized equations at later time since the graphs are the same as
at t s .3. From the comparison of the solutions of the regularized and
unregularized equations, we find that the regularizing term plays an
important role at early times and that it modifies the amplitude of the
solution by a term of the size of the viscous regularizing coefficient.
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